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A new class of non-Desargusian planes of order q2, where q is a power of an 
odd prime, is constructed. These planes have the interesting property that they 
all admit a collineation group of order (q2 - 1). 
1. lN~~oDucT10~ 
Let 12 = pf, where p is a prime andfa positive integer. Let V be a vector 
space of dimension 2f over GF(p). Let {Vi I 0 < i < n} be a set off- 
dimensional subspaces of I/. Let T be an incidence structure defined with 
vectors of V as points of rr and subspaces Vi for 0 < i < n and their 
cosets (in the additive group of the vector space Y) as lines of T with 
inclusion as incidence relation. It may be shown (Andre [l]) that the 
incidence structure T is an affine (translation) plane if Vi CT Vj = {0}, the 
subspace of V consisting of the zero vector alone, for i # j, 0 < i < n, 
and 0 <j < n. Further, any nonsingular linear transformation of V 
permuting the vectors Vi, 0 < i d n, among themselves induces a 
collineation of r fixing the point of rr corresponding to the zero vector. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF A CLASS OF AFFINE PLANES 
Let V be the Galois field GF(q4) where q is a power of an odd prime and 
let a: be a generator of the group of nonzero elements of GF(q4). In what 
follows, a vector space means a subvector space of GF(q4) over GF(q). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let U # GF(q2) be a two-dimensional vector space over 
GF(q). rfx, y E U, x # 0 # y, xy-l E GF(q2) - GF(q), then U = a (GF(q2)) 
for some a E GF(q4) - GF(q3. 
Proof. xy-I $ GF(q) implies that x and y are linearly independent over 
GF(q) and consequently {x, JJ} forms a basis for U. Since xy-l E GF(q2) - 
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GF(q), we have that x = zy for some z E GF(q2) - GF(q). It then follows 
that {zy, y} is a basis for U over GF(q) which in its turn implies that 
U = y(GF(q2)), as {z, l} is a basis for GF(q”) over GF(q). Suppose y E GF(q2). 
Then U = y(GF(q”)) = GF(q2), a contradiction. Hence the lemma. 
Let T be a transformation from GF(q4) into itself defined as 
It follows easily that T is a nonsingular linear transformation from GF(q4) 
onto itself. 
LEMMA 2.2, Let U, be a vector space of dimension two over GF(q) 
which is not of the form a(GF(q2)) f or any a E GF(q4). Let Vi = U,, Ti for 
0 < i < (q4 - 1). Then Vi n Uj = {0}, if i + j (mod (q + 1)) and 
UC = Uj 2 ifi =j(mod(q + 1)). 
Proof. There is no Loss of generality if we take i <j. It is easy to verify 
that Ui n U, = {0}, if and only if U,, n Uj-i = (0). Obviously the zero 
vector is common to all vector spaces. Let i + j (mod (q + 1)). Suppose 
that there exists a z in U,, n Ujpi and z # 0. The vector z may be taken 
as z = XC+, where s = (q2 + I)( j - i) and x E U,,. Then zx-l = 01~ E GF(q2). 
Since j - i + 0 (mod (q + l)), ZX-l $ GF(q). Now x and z satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1 and therefore U, = a (GF(q2)), a contradiction. 
Thus if i + j (mod (q + I)), cii n Uj = (0). Suppose i = j (mod (q + 1)). 
Then j = i + (q + 1) s for some integer s. Now Ui = UOTi = UiTA = 
CJiak where h = s(q + 1) and k = s(q2 + l)(q + 1). Since elk E GF(q) 
we obtain that U# = Ui and therefore iJj = Ui . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let U be a vector space over GF(q). Let 
M=jCJT”IO<idq} 
Then the nonzero vectors of M may be partitioned into multiplicative cosets 
of the multiplicative group formed by the nonzero elements of GF(q2). 
Proof. Since U is a vector space over GF(q), for each a E U, the vectors 
in a (GF(q)) are contained in U and therefore 
A = {x / x E (a(GF(q))) Ti / 0 ,< i < q] 
is a subset of the set of vectors from M. But A = a(GF(q2)) and from this 
the lemma follows. 
Let U, be any vector space of dimension two over GF(q) and 
Ul f 4GF(q2)) 
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for any a E GF(q4). Let 17, , U, ,..., U, be vector spaces of dimension two 
over GF(q) such that Vi is not of the form a (GF(qz)) for any a E GF(q4), 
2 < i < s, and 
Vi fl (UjTk) = (01, 
O<k<q,l <i<s,andi#j. 
(2-l) 
There are exactly (q2 + 1) distinct vector spaces of the form a(GF(q2)) 
which do not exhaust all the two-dimensional vector spaces in GF(q4). It 
is always possible to find a vector space U, of dimension two over GF(q) 
which is not of the form a(GF(q2)) f or any a E GF(q4). In fact it may easily 
be shown that the vector space generated by { 1, a} over GF(q) is one such 
vector space. In Section 3 we will show that having chosen a vector space 
U, , one may always choose at least one vector space U, of dimension 
two over GF(q) satisfying the conditions (2.1) for s = 2. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let Mi = (U,TL I 0 < k < q}, 1 ,( i < s. Then 
u n w  = {O}, 
where U and Ware two distinct vector spacesfrom uFz, Mi . 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 2.2 and conditions (2.1). 
From Corollary 2.4 we obtain that the set of nonzero vectors of Mi is 
distinct from the set of nonzero vectors of Mj if i # j and 1 < i < s, 
1 <.j ,( s. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let B = {x E Mi / I < i < s}. Then GF(q4) - B can be 
partitioned into mutuah’y disjoint cosets a,H, a,H,..., a,H, where H is the 
group GF(qz) - {0}, ai E GF(q4) - B for 1 < i < t, and t is a function of s. 
Further, ai(GF(q2)) n U = (0) for 1 < i < t and U 6 uI=, Mj . 
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from Lemma 2.3. The second 
part follows from the fact that aj 6 B for any i. We now show 
that t = (q2 + 1 - (q + 1) s). For any i, Mi contains (q + 1) distinct 
vector spaces which are distinct from vector spaces of Mi if i # j. This 
implies that there are exactly (q + 1) s distinct vector spaces in IJi=, Mi . 
Any two distinct vector spaces in IJi=, Mi have only the zero vector in 
common. Any vector space from UL, MS contains (q2 - 1) distinct 
nonzero vectors. Thus B contains in all (q2 - l)(q + 1) s distinct nonzero 
vectors. The set GF(q4) - B therefore, contains (q* - 1 - (q” - 1) 
(q + 1) s) nonzero elements of GF(q4). Since each coset a,H contains 
exactly (q2 - 1) distinct elements we obtain that t = (q2 + 1 - (q + 1) s). 
Incidentally we also get that s < (q - 1). 
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Let ?T be the incidence structure whose points are the vectors of GF(q4) 
and whose lines are the vector spaces contained in &, Mj U u,“=, aiGF(q2) 
and their cosets in the additive group of GF(q4) with inclusion as incidence 
relation. 
THEOREM 2.5. The incidence structure z is a non-Desargusian a&e 
translation plane, which admits T as a collineation group. 
Proof. Since WE, Mi contains s(q + 1) distinct vector spaces we get 
that t + s(q + 1) = q2 + 1. This implies that exactly (q2 + 1) lines of rr 
contain the point corresponding to the zero vector. Let U, and U, be any 
two distinct lines (vector spaces) of VT containing the zero vector. Invoking 
Corollary 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 we conclude that U, n Or, = (0). Further, 
an inspection shows that not all vector spaces that contain the zero 
vector are of the form a(GF(q2)). The first part of the theorem now follows 
from Andre [l] and Foulser [3]. Since T is a nonsingular linear trans- 
formation of GF(q”) onto itself permuting the vector spaces of Mi among 
themselves for each i and fixing vector spaces from U:=, ai(GF(q2)), T 
induces a collineation of n fixing the point corresponding to the zero 
vector. It may be pointed out that the above proof of the theorem holds 
even if s = 1. 
In Section 2 a claim is made that it is always possible to choose a U, 
satisfying conditions (2.1) for s = 2. To establish this we need to study 
some properties of two-dimensional vector spaces over GF(q). Throughout 
this section we write m for the number (q2 + l)(q + 1). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Difference set D(A) of a subset A of GF(q4) is defined 
as D(A) = (i - j (mod m)] &, 013 E A, i + j (mod m)}. From the definition 
of D(A) it follows that D(A) does not contain the number 0 and if t E D(A), 
then --t (mod m) E D(A). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let U be a two-dimensional vector space over GF(q), 
a E GF(q4) and a # 0. Then D(aU) = D(U). 
Proof. Let t E D(U). Then there exist integers i, j such that t = i - j 
(mod m) and oli, ori E U. Let a = 01~ for some integer k. Now 
akfi, olli+j E (au) and (k + i) - (k + j) (mod m) E D(aU). 
But (k + i) - (k + j) (mod m) = t implying t E D(aU). Since t is an 
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arbitrary element from D(U) we obtain that D(U) C 0(&J). An interchange 
of roles of U and aU will give D(aU) C D(U) and consequently 
D(U) = D(aU). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let U be a two-dimensional vector space over GF(q) and 
t E D(U). Let W be the vector space generated by { 1, at} over GF(q). Then 
U = a W for some a E GF(q4), a # 0, and consequently D(U) = D(W). 
Proof. Since t E D(U) there are integers i, j such that t = i - j 
(mod m), oli, & E U, and i - j + 0 (mod m). The condition i - j f 0 
(mod m) implies that cyi, oij are linearly independent over GF(q) and 
therefore {oli, cyj} forms a basis for U over GF(q). Then every element x of 
U may be written as x = uoli + solj = CY~ (s + u(&j)) for some U, s E GF(q). 
From this we may conclude that U C cxj W and since 01j W is of dimension 
two over GF(q) we get that U = CY~ W. From Lemma 3.2 we obtain that 
D(U) = D(W). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let lJI and U, be two vector spaces of dimension two 
over GF(q). Then either D(U,) = D(U,) or D(U,) and D(UJ are mutually 
disjoint. 
Proof Suppose t E D( U,) n D( U,) and W be the vector space gener- 
ated by (1, at> over GF(q). Then by Lemma 3.3, D(U,) = D(W) = D(U,). 
Hence the corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let UI and U, be two-dimensional vector spaces over 
GF(q). Then D(U,) = D(U,) tf and only if U, = aU, for some a # 0. 
Proof: The proof follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let U be a two-dimensional vector space over GF(q). Then 
D(U) consists of q(q + 1) or q distinct integers according as U is not of the 
form a(GF(q?) for any a # 0 or U is of the form a(GF(qq) for some a # 0. 
Proof: Let UI = {c$ 1 0 < i < m, 01~ E U}. Obviously U, does not 
contain zero elements of U and U = U,(GF(q)). Since a, b E GF(q2), 
a # 0 # b imply either a(GF(q)) = b(GF(q)) or a(GF(q)) n b(GF(q)) = {0), 
the nonzero elements of U may be partitioned into mutually disjoint 
cosets of the multiplicative group formed by the nonzero elements of 
GF(q). Further if B+, (~j E UI , then 0 < i < m and 0 < j < m imply that 
i - j + 0 (mod m) if i # j. From this we may conclude that if x, y E U, , 
and x # y, then xy-l $ GF(q) and consequently 
x(GF(q)) n y(GF(gN = (03. 
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Thus we obtain that U = UasUl a(GF(q)). Since U contains (q2 - 1) 
distinct nonzero elements, a(GF(q)) contains (q - 1) distinct nonzero 
elements for any a E U, , and a(GF(q)) and b(GF(q)) have no nonzero 
element in common, if a and b are distinct elements from U, , we obtain 
that there are exactly (q + 1) distinct elements in Ul . A simple computa- 
tion now shows that D(U) = D( U,). Suppose oli, 19 E U. Then CP, ~8 E U, 
where u = i (mod m) and k E j (mod m). But u - k (mod m) = i - j 
(mod m) and therefore D(U) = D( U,). 
Suppose U # a(GF(q2)) for any a E GF(q*). Let (i,j), (k, u) be two 
distinct ordered pairs such that o+, ~2, c?, CP E U, , i # j, and k # u. We 
claim that i - j $ k - u (mod m). Suppose i - j = k - u (mod m) and 
i - j (mod m) = t. Then from Lemma 3.3 we get that U = c&W = CY? W, 
where W is the vector space generated by { 1, ~21 over GF(q). This implies 
that W = 01~ W where j - u (mod m) = h. This in its turn implies that 1, 
4, LX-/\ E W. But {I, CI?, a-^) is a linearly independent set over GF(q) 
unless h = 0 (mod (q2 + 1)) in which case we get that U = a(GF(q2)) for 
some a # 0, a contradiction. From this we obtain that W is of dimension 
three over GF(q) and consequently U is of dimension three over GF(q), 
which is not the case. Hence i - j f k - u (mod m). From this it follows 
that D( U,) contains q(q + 1) distinct numbers and therefore D(U) contains 
q(q + 1) distinct numbers. Suppose U = a(GF(q2)) for some a # 0. Then 
U = {&+(‘~~+l)~ j 0 < i < (q2 - 1)) u (0) where a = ~9. From this we 
obtain that D(U) = {(q2 + 1) i 1 1 < i < q} containing exactly q distinct 
numbers. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Even though we do not use it anywhere in this paper we mention the 
following corollary without proof because of its interesting nature. 
COROLLARY 3.7. There are exactly (q + 1) distinct difference sets 
D(U) of two-dimensional vector spaces in GF(q*). 
LEMMA 3.8. Let S be the automorphism x -+ xv of GF(q*) and U be any 
two-dimensional vector space over GF(q). Then D(U) = D(US2). Moreover 
if t E D(U), then q2t (mod m) E D(U). 
Proof. Suppose U # a(GF(q2)) for any a. Then there exist integers 
i, j such that ~2, ~9 E U and i - j (mod m) = t. Obviously c@, aQ*j E ( US2) 
and q2i - q2j (mod m) E D(US2) implying q2t (mod m) E D(US2). Since 
t E D(U), CX~ $ GF(q2) for otherwise ~9, 012t E GF(q2), implying 2t - t = 
t E D(GF(q2)), which in its turn implies that U = a(GF(q2)) for some 
a # 0, a contradiction. Further if W is the vector space generated by 
{ 1, at} over GF(q) then D(U) = D(W) by Lemma 3.3. Obviously 
{l,a > c&+nt 
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generates GF(q2) over GF(q). Since (at + a@‘“) S2 = (IX” + &) we have 
that c? + C@ E GF(q2). Then there exist y, 6 E GF(q) such that 
at + & = )/ + &.@+l)t. (3.1) 
Since Gort is either 0 or does not belong to GF(q2) at all, (SIX - 1)-l exists 
and therefore from (3.1) we obtain 
c/t = (cd - y)(W - 1)-l. 
Equation (3.2) implies q2t (mod m) E D(W) = D(U). Since 
(3.2) 
q2t (mod m) E D( US2), 
we obtain D(U) = D(US2) by Corollary 3.4. 
Now suppose that U = a(GF(q3) for some a # 0. Since GF(q2) is 
invariant under 9, we get that US2 = aq”(GF(q2)) = aqd-lU from which 
it may be concluded that D( US2) = D( CT). 
LEMMA 3.9. Let U be a vector space of dimension two over GF(q). Then 
there exists at least one integer s with the property s + t (mod (q2 + 1)) 
for any t E D(U). 
Proof. There are exactly q2 nonzero least residues modulo (q2 + 1) in 
all and the theorem is proved if it is shown that the number of nonzero 
least residues module (q2 + 1) of numbers in D(U) is less than q2. Suppose 
t E D(U). Then by Lemma 3.8, q2t (mod m) E D(U) * (mod m) E D(U). 
We now need the following facts, proofs of which are trivial. 
t = -q2t (mod (q2 + 1)) for all integers t. (3.3) 
If 0 < t < m then t = -q2t (mod m) iff t = 0 (mod (q + 1)). (3.4) 
Let A = {i E D(U)/ i = 0 (mod (q + l))} and B = D(U) - A. From 
relations (3.3) and (3.4) it follows that if t E B then -q2t (mod m) E B and 
t and -q2t (mod m) are two distinct numbers from B leaving the same 
least residue modulo (q2 + 1). We now estimate the number of nonzero 
least residues of numbers in A and B. Since (q + 1, q2 + 1) = 2, we find 
that s(q + 1) = r(q + 1) (mod (q2 + 1)) if and only if 
s = r (mod (q2 + 1)/2). 
From this we obtain that the set of all multiples of (q + 1) gives rise to 
(q2 + I)/2 least residues modulo (q2 + 1) of which 0 is one. Since A 
consists of some multiples of (q + 1) not including 0 or multiples of m, 
the number X of least residues modulo (q2 + 1) of numbers in A does not 
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exceed (q2 - 1)/2. Since A and B together contain q2 + q distinct nonzero 
numbers and A contains at least X distinct numbers, B contains p distinct 
numbers where p < q2 + q - A. Since every t in B has an associate 
-q2t (mod m) in B and distinct from t which leaves the same least residue 
modulo (q2 + 1) as t, the number of distinct least residues modulo (q2 + 1) 
contributed by the numbers of B does not exceed p/2. Thus the total 
number of distinct nonzero least residues modulo (q” + 1) of the numbers 
from D(U) does not exceed h +~/2 and 
A + 42 d (q2 + q + A)/2 < q2 - (4 - 1j2/4 < q2. (3.5) 
From (3.5) we obtain that there exists at least one integer s such that 
s + t mod (q2 + I) for any t E D(U). 
LEMMA 3.10. Let U be a vector space of dimension two over GF(q). Let 
s be an integer such that s + t (mod (q2 + 1)) for any t E D(U). 
Let W = olSU, Then U n ( WTi) = (0) for all i. 
Proof. First, the existence of s follows from Lemma 3.9. Suppose there 
exists an integer j such that a? E U and olj E (WTi). Then (cxjT-$) a-” E U. 
Now ai E U, (cu~T-~) 01? E U together imply that s = t (mod (qz + 1)) 
for some t E D(U), a contradiction. Hence the lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.11. It is always possible to choose U, satisfying condi- 
tions (2.1) for s = 2. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3.10. 
CONCLUSION 
To illustrate the construction described in Section 2, we take q = 5 and 
(Y. a primitive element of GF(54) corresponding to the primitive irreducible 
polynomialf(x) = Xp + 4x3 + 4x + 3 (Carmichael [2, p. 2621). Let T be 
the linear transformation x 4 ~a~~. Let U, , U, , and U, be the two- 
dimensional subspaces over GF(5) generated by (1, oi13}, {a2, a15}, and 
lm4L4, 01~‘) respectively and let a, = cy, a2 = m3, a3 = &, a, = 0112, a6 = cx14, 
a6 = cP, a, = cP, and finally a, = alg. It may be verified that the cor- 
responding incidence structure n is a non-Desargusian plane of order 25. 
This plane is not isomorphic to any of the known planes and has an 
interesting property that the stabilizer of the zero vector has two line 
orbits of lines through the zero vector consisting of 18 and 8 lines. The 
details about these properties will be discussed elsewhere. 
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